
 

 

 

 

Race highlight at the 2 Continental BIKE Festival Saalfelden Leogang 

 

Toni Täthi and Andrea Böttger win Rocky Mountain 
BIKE Marathon 

 

Almost 300 mountain bikers took part in the Rocky Mountain BIKE 

Marathon at the 2nd Continental BIKE Festival Saalfelden 

Leogang. The title on the long distance goes to Toni Täthi from 

Finland, followed by the German Lysander Kiesel and the young 

Austrian Philip Handl. The only women that finished the long 

course, covering 78 kilometres and 3400 metres of climbing, was 

Andrea Böttger (Austria) 

 

Leogang, 14
th 

September 2019. The Rocky Mountain BIKE Marathon was the highlight at 

the second day of the Continental BIKE Festival. Participants could choose out of three 

distances: 78 kilometres and 3400 metres of climbing, 66 kilometres and 2800 metres of 

climbing or 32 kilometres and 1500 metres of climbing. Thanks to new trails in the Bikepark 

Leogang, the riders experienced the brand new Steinberg Line, leading with decent flow 

from the Asitz mountain station into the valley. 

 
Best man on the long course was Toni Täthi (Augment Sports/Jyps), who wanted to test his 

fitness level for the upcoming Worldcup in Switzerland. “I had to fight at every climb”, he 

says. And although he explains that “usually I am not the strongest rider on the last metres”, 

he managed to assure his lead at the last ascend and keep it till the end. The second 

podium goes to the German Lysander Kiesel (German Technology Racing) with an overall 

time of  3:53.10,4.   



 

 

After thinking about just riding the middle distance - like he did in 2018 - the German 

decided to go on: "No risk no fun".  Although he would have won the middle course, he was 

satisfied with the second podium on the long distance.  

With a big gap of almost 10 minutes to the winner, but happy about the podium, the young 

Austrian Philip Handl (Centurion Vaude) crossed the finish line. "I guess I had never had so 

much fun in such a race as I had today. The trail was just cool."   For the 22 year old rider, 

2019 was a successful year so far. He won not only the BIKE Transalp in the mixed 

classification, but also the SuperGiroDolomiti. His next challenge: the World Cup in 

Switzerland. 

 
All Results: https://leogang.bike-festival.de/en/results/results-2019/ 

 
Press images and videos: https://leogang.bike-festival.de/en/press/ 

 
The complete BIKE Festival program: https://leogang.bike-festival.de/en/allaboutbikes/ 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Your contact: Kirsten Elschner│E-Mail: k.elschner@delius-klasing.de 
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